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“The Legend of Miracle” is a turn-based role-playing game and the first in the series based on the popular TEKKEN
and RAY OF BLUE SUBMARINE franchises. It marks a completely new era for the TEKKEN series, where players can
experience its legendary story through a wide variety of characters. Play as the most beloved and widely popular

warriors in the history of the TEKKEN series – Kazuma Kiryu, Heihachi Mishima, Nelson Crane, Kazumi Mishima, and
others, bringing to life a large number of playable characters from the series’ rich lore. Players can freely switch

from the role of a single hero to a team of four warriors at once with a new play mode called “Team Match”.
Players can go head-to-head against the CPU in “Versus Mode” and harness the power of the 3DS to battle against
other players in “Versus Online”. Get ready to take on a new gameplay experience where real-time strategy meets

turn-based tactics. Key Features: Discover a completely new land and new story to the TEKKEN series! The
unpredictable and constantly evolving stories will expand and redefine the TEKKEN universe. Get ready to take on

battles with up to four powerful characters at the same time! Team Mode unleashes a new concept with team
coordination and unlocking all-new content depending on your team’s compositions. Play as your favorite
characters from the TEKKEN series and experience the story of the beloved series through its legendary

characters! Play as the most beloved and widely popular characters in the history of the TEKKEN series – Kazuma
Kiryu, Heihachi Mishima, Nelson Crane, Kazumi Mishima, and others! Unlock the new mysterious characters, such

as Kazuya Mishima and Lumina! Rivalries with other characters will never be the same with “Versus Mode”!
Features Playable Characters: Kazuma Kiryu ・Heihachi Mishima ・Nelson Crane Kazumi Mishima ・Lumina ・Evan
Nayuta Kotetsu ・Alvarez Yoshimitsu Tokugawa ・Luo Guo Support Characters ・Goro Majima Support Characters

・Jacky Bryant Support Characters ・Maverick Support Characters ・Wendy Bryant Support Characters ・

Features Key:

Enter the fox’s labyrinth to see the hidden truth of the world.
Enter the stone tower and delve deeper into a forgotten age.
Find your way back to normal life thanks to Master Mokuren’s sage wisdom.
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In Ni no Kuni™ II: Revenant Kingdom, use powerful Battle Skills and a special bond with your creatures to expand
your fighting prowess and defeat the Ashens! Key Features - Battle Skills. NEW TO NI NO KUNI™ II, Battle Skills let
you use your creatures to unleash powerful attacks! - Bond. The bond between you and your creature (Ni no Kuni)
grows stronger through battle! New battles and new bonds await! - New Story. Discover the astonishing truth of
the past of the Kingdom of Ni no Kuni! And in order to obtain rare new items, take on challenging dungeons and

ashen's Lair. Contents: 1. Ni no Kuni II 2. Present 3. Downloadable Content ———————— Purchasing the
“Revenant King DLC” will add the following content to the game. 1. [Mitholad] 2. [Nondal Mage Armour] 3.

[Bloodied Crystals] 4. [An illustration showing the red-eyed man in a demonic form, with a banner of the evil lord
Fals] By purchasing this DLC, the number of users who have installed Level-5's game data is increased to 2,000.

For users who did not purchase the “Revenant King DLC” during its offering period, the following content is
available as a free trial. 1. [Godai] 2. [A set of furnitures with a red-eyed man’s face] 3. [Crystal Water] In addition,

the bonus events for Ni no Kuni™ II: Revenant Kingdom DLC will also be available. A) Bonus Battle Event in the
Labyrinth - Limited time! Two players will battle alongside each other to defeat a powerful Ashen. B) Bonus Story

Event - Challenge the forces of evil with the Red-Eyed Man! You will fight alongside Evan, and his sidekick, to fight
the evil lord Fals and his allies. You can enjoy the events in both 1) and 2) for free. For players who purchased the

“Revenant King DLC”, these events are available for free. A) Bonus Battle Event in the Labyrinth - Available for
free from Aug 19 to Sep 18. B) Bonus Story Event - Available for free from Sep 25 to Oct 18. The “Revenant King

DLC” will be available for purchase from Aug d41b202975
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World Map: Evan sets out to the wilds in search of the vanishing kingdom of his ancestors, and ventures through
the expansive and varying landscape, encountering monsters, and bad-guys to protect some decent civilised life.
Character Creation: While the main protagonist is a young boy, he has the charming appearance of a young man,

and he has many adventures to follow! Evan is really easy to play: Create him with an interesting but simple
appearance, and you're ready to go. The options for clothing and even accessories can be done so freely that he
will be ready to protect you and others, or charm someone with his appearance. This freedom extends not only to
the appearance, but also to his personality. Evan's character also includes a powerful aura, so he can become a

leader who will guide others. Recommended NPC (Character Arrival Times): - The Guide: Evan's first companion is
a maverick, and he brings his valuable suggestions to you. While he may be annoying, he provides a strong
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support to you at the beginning of the game. - The Mediator: Your allies’ scores are displayed in his country, so he
can recognize your companions while you receive messages from them. - The Writer: A friend who will write letters
for Evan, so you can read them at ease and relieve stress from your mind. - The Medic: A skillful healer, this friend

can be your life-saving friend in dangerous events. B2W Staff: Character Design: Keiichirō Toyama (World
Hunter)Compilation Graphics: Takashi IshikawaStory Direction: Shūzō OshikuboExecutive Producer: Rieko

KodairaOther Staff: Mutsumi Yase, Atsushi Watanabe, Hiroki Azuma, Atsushi Miyauchi, Naoki Matsui, Aimi Tanaka,
Ritsuko Suzuki, Daisuke Aoki, Toru Sugiyama, Shigeru Yamaguchi, Ryoichi Masui, J.C. Staff, Yoshifumi Natsume,

Akihiro Ando, Akihiko Matsui, Tōru Ōkubo, Daisuke Imamura, Kentaro Miura, Noboru Sugimura, Yasuo Sakaguchi,
Tomokazu Sejima, Kengo Fujita, Ritsuru Takagi(World Hunter)Environment Design: Hiroyuki Tominaga, Katsushi

Tominaga, Mas

What's new:

Yen's Journal: After the meeting the next day, we left on routes 222 and 593 towards Crowwei. The Royal Walker Hircine told us we needed to follow the route to Shaw's
Tunnel, as he had left it for a reason. SX member: Sword's point? Royal Walker Hircine: Yes. Take the Hawk Path, then rejoin the Monk Road, you should follow the hill with
the temple on top. Then follow the Monk Road to the noted path, where you will need to jump into the pond, a gentle slope should lead you to the dark temple. We were all
ready to venture into this dark unknown, as we had looked for ample information about the area before leaving Valkyr. The first we had came from Jianfen, regarding the

possible safe passage. SX member: That's the first piece of info about it. But we also know one particular problem. We know we need to find a way to cross the pond, but we
also know that there are monsters called Crystal Fiends, which walk over the pond. They are indestructible, meaning they can remain standing on water. It must be a large
pond! And we have no idea how to find it. I suppose one could use the dragon map, but where would he go? SX member: Be afraid! I suppose one could ask Jianfen, but he

would not tell us. We would have to make our own journey into this strange landscape, hoping to find a path to Shaw's Tunnel, even if we could not find the path to Crowwei.
SX member: But we will not. We started traveling, and soon we had opened the path to the north. The land in front of us seemed to be doing everything, turning into a new
undiscovered landscape. It was so huge and beyond our capacity, we were lost in the fog, feeling it growing and expanding. Wary well let me choose the right path. Already
we had to cross two rivers, and I felt they were not small. SX member: Fiend river? I found the path leading down, and all we needed to do was to jump into the second river.
All we have to do is to move forward on the path. The river was eerily dark, and the intense fog made it seem as if it was going to meet us there. It was always as if we have
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Ni no Kuni™ II: REVENANT KINGDOM - The Lair of the Lost Lord:

System Requirements

Processor: Dual Core 1.4GHz
Memory: 2GB RAM
Hard Drive: 12GB free space
Video Card: 128 MB

System Requirements:

Intel Dual Core (2.4 GHz) or better Intel Core i5 (2.5 GHz) Intel Core i5 (3.0 GHz) Intel Core i5 (3.2
GHz) Intel Core i5 (3.6 GHz) Intel Core i5 (4.0 GHz) Intel Core i5 (4.2 GHz) Intel Core i5 (4.6 GHz) Intel

Core i5 (4.8 GHz) Microsoft Windows 7 SP1 64-bit or
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